As Technology gets more sophisticated, so do our coverages.

Today's businesses have grown increasingly dependent on networks and digital information. And while technological advancements have helped increase productivity, they've also increased exposure to computer attacks, viruses and the loss of sensitive customer data. With NetProtect, you have access to underwriting expertise and risk management strategies combining people, controls, technology and insurance into a comprehensive solution that today's businesses need. Backed by a team of underwriters who average more than 10 years of experience, NetProtect helps keep businesses better protected so they can remain more competitive.

Let them know privacy is priority number one.

We know the only thing more important than reputation, is privacy. That's why, in the event of a breach, we offer the flexibility to choose from our proven network of breach coaches, and forensic and notification vendors that will assist in the timely and accurate resolution of a claim.

NetProtect covers costs related to:

- Voluntary privacy breach notification response
- Privacy breach notification costs, including breach of employees’ privacy
- Privacy rights violations
- Private action if insured fails to comply with any privacy law worldwide or their privacy policy

Cover them online, offline and anywhere in the world.

NetProtect provides essential protection against the most critical exposures, no matter when or where business is conducted, including:

- Enterprise-wide network information, not just websites
- Security breaches, mistakes and unauthorized employee acts, including virus attacks, hacking, identity theft or private information loss, and infringing or disparaging content
- Theft of third party trade secrets and proprietary or confidential information from the insured
- Theft of money, goods and securities via insured’s network
- Privacy breaches caused by cloud providers
- Vicarious liability, i.e., privacy injury claims alleging wrongful acts by the insured or someone for whom the insured is legally responsible
- Others’ inability to use or access the insured's network or rely on data residing there
- Infection of a third-party due to security breach of the insured’s network
- Defamation, disparagement, false light, infringement, e.g., copyright, trademark, publicity rights, etc.

Protect against emerging cyber risk. Rely on NetProtect.
Additional coverage highlights include:

- Loss of income and extra expense
- Cost to recreate or restore data and network to pre-loss conditions
- Defense costs of regulatory proceedings at full limits
- Access to a data breach coach
- Payments of credible extortionist’s demand to prevent network loss or implementation of a threat
- Freedom to select your preferred breach response vendor
- Coverage for PCI and HIPAA/HITECH fines and penalties
- Enhanced coverage option includes theft of intangible property, trade secrets or insured’s services
- Option to cover notification per affected individual while retaining our provision for voluntary notification

It takes more than an insurance policy to serve your clients.

CNA is the only insurance carrier awarded the UL Recognized Risk Engineers designation. Our risk control consultants and online resources are available to help with loss prevention, risk management and risk transfer techniques to reduce risk and, ultimately, help avoid a claim before it occurs.

Our claim philosophy is simple - handle claims quickly, fairly and accurately.

We strive to be the industry’s best claim organization and, according to our clients, we are on the right track. Our customer survey results reflect our clients' satisfaction with our claim services. Our professionals are here to support you, whenever you need us - across the country and around the clock.

Entrust your clients with an insurer with more than 100 years of experience in the industry.

With an "A" rating from A.M. Best, CNA has the financial strength to be there when you need us. We offer:

- Local underwriting authority in over 49 office locations throughout the U.S. and Canada.
- A broad product portfolio with the ability to write property, casualty and professional risks.
- Risk control consultation and tools to help assess and address risk exposures.
- Local claim offices to quickly deploy specialists to help our policyholders get their businesses back up and running.
- Global representation to serve companies in more than 150 countries.

If you want a carrier who understands cyber risks and how to mitigate them ... we can show you more.®

For more information, contact your local underwriter or visit www.cna.com/cyber.